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The Empire of Lies: ChatGPT’s “Artificial
Intelligence” Knows U.S. War Criminals
Henry Kissinger, Bill Clinton, Dick Cheney, George W. Bush, Barrack Obama,
Hillary Clinton, Joe Biden. No arrest warrants have been issued by the ICC in
The Hague, Netherlands for any of them. Why?
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***

As the Empire of Lies celebrates the International Criminal Court issuing an arrest warrant
for Vladimir Putin, let’s revisit who the ICC really works for.

Watch war criminal John Bolton threaten to arrest ICC judges and go after their finances if
they or any organization or company assist the ICC in taking any action against American
war criminals:

pic.twitter.com/qs5j6cb0c9

— #malingu06 (@malingu06) March 18, 2023

I asked ChatGPT about the war crimes of American leaders and the following is what it
returned…

Henry Kissinger 

Henry Kissinger, a former U.S. Secretary of State, has been accused of being involved in
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several war crimes during his time in office. Here are some of the main allegations against
him:

The bombing of Cambodia: Kissinger played a key role in the secret bombing1.
campaign in Cambodia during the Vietnam War,  which led to the deaths of
thousands of civilians. The bombing was carried out without the knowledge or
approval of Congress or the American public.
Chilean coup and Operation Condor: Kissinger supported the 1973 coup in Chile2.
that  overthrew the democratically-elected government  of  President  Salvador
Allende and led to the establishment of a military dictatorship under General
Augusto  Pinochet.  Kissinger  also  allegedly  played  a  role  in  the  creation  of
Operation  Condor,  a  coordinated  campaign  of  political  repression  and state
terror carried out by several South American military dictatorships in the 1970s
and 1980s.
East Timor invasion: Kissinger gave tacit approval to the Indonesian invasion of3.
East  Timor in  1975,  which led to the deaths of  up to 200,000 people.  The
invasion was widely condemned by the international community as a violation of
international law.
Assassination  plots:  Kissinger  has  been  accused  of  involvement  in  several4.
assassination  plots  against  foreign  leaders,  including  Chilean  General  Rene
Schneider and Cuban leader Fidel Castro.

Preparing for a visit to paedo island.

Bill Clinton 

NATO and  Bill  Clinton  have  been  accused  of  various  war  crimes  during  the  conflict  in  the
Balkans in the 1990s. Here are some of the main allegations:

The bombing of civilian targets: NATO carried out a bombing campaign against1.
Serbia  and  Montenegro  in  1999,  which  included  the  targeting  of  civilian
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infrastructure such as bridges, power plants, and factories. The bombing led to
significant civilian casualties and displacement.
Depleted uranium weapons: NATO forces used depleted uranium weapons during2.
the  conflict,  which  can  cause  long-term  health  problems  and  environmental
damage.
Failure to prevent ethnic cleansing: Some critics have argued that NATO and3.
Clinton  did  not  do  enough to  prevent  ethnic  cleansing  and other  atrocities
committed by Serb forces in Bosnia and Kosovo.
Violation of international law: Some legal experts and human rights groups have4.
argued that the NATO bombing campaign violated international law, particularly
with respect to the principles of proportionality and distinction between civilian
and military targets.

Bill Clinton, as the President of the United States, oversaw the implementation of economic
sanctions against Iraq in the 1990s. The sanctions restricted Iraq’s ability to import goods
and conduct international trade, leading to shortages of food, medicine, and other essential
supplies.

Some estimates suggest that the sanctions contributed to the deaths of half a million Iraqi
civilians, including many children. The sanctions were lifted in 2003, following the U.S.-led
invasion of Iraq.
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Dick
Cheney

There are a number of allegations and criticisms regarding Dick Cheney’s actions as Vice
President of the United States during the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Some of the most
significant accusations include his role in:

Promoting the invasion of Iraq in 2003, which was based on faulty intelligence1.
and led to the deaths of thousands of Iraqi civilians and US military personnel.
Authorizing  the  use  of  enhanced  interrogation  techniques,  such  as2.
waterboarding, that are widely considered to be torture and violate international
law.
Ignoring or condoning human rights abuses committed by US military personnel3.
and contractors, such as the abuse and torture of prisoners at Abu Ghraib prison
in Iraq.
Advocating for expanded executive powers and limiting congressional oversight4.
in matters of national security, which some critics argue undermined democratic
norms and principles.

While Cheney has defended his actions and argued that they were necessary to protect US
national  security,  his  record  is  controversial  and  has  been  subject  to  significant  criticism
from  human  rights  groups,  legal  scholars,  and  others.

There is evidence to suggest that DU contamination in Iraq has had negative health effects
on the civilian population. Studies have shown that DU exposure can lead to long-term
health problems, including cancer, birth defects, and other illnesses. A 2013 report by the
International  Journal  of  Environmental  Research  and  Public  Health  found  that  DU
contamination was present  in  the soil  and water  near  bombing sites  in  Iraq and that
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exposure to DU was a potential health risk for local populations.

There is evidence to suggest that cancer rates in Fallujah, Iraq increased significantly after
the US military used depleted uranium (DU) during the 2003 invasion of Iraq.

A 2010 study published in the International Journal of Environmental Research and Public
Health found that the rate of leukemia in Fallujah was 38 times higher than expected and
the rate  of  lymphoma was  10 times  higher  than expected.  Other  studies  have found
elevated rates of breast cancer, colon cancer, and other illnesses in the region.

George W. Bush

 Some of the key criticisms and accusations against George W. Bush include:
The invasion of Iraq: Bush was the key architect of the 2003 invasion of Iraq,
which was launched on the pretext of eliminating weapons of mass destruction.
However, it was later revealed that there were no such weapons in Iraq, and the
war  was  widely  criticized  as  a  mistake.  The  war  resulted  in  the  deaths  of
thousands  of  Iraqi  civilians,  and  many  argue  that  it  was  a  violation  of
international law.
Use of  torture:  Bush’s administration was accused of  authorizing the use of
torture against suspected terrorists in the wake of the 9/11 attacks. Techniques
such as waterboarding, sleep deprivation, and stress positions were reportedly
used on detainees, which many argue constitutes a violation of international law.
Guantanamo Bay detention center: Bush authorized the establishment of the
Guantanamo Bay detention center, where suspected terrorists were held without
trial and subjected to harsh interrogation techniques. Many have criticized the
detention center as a violation of due process and human rights.
Targeted killings: Bush’s administration authorized targeted killings of suspected
terrorists, including the use of drone strikes in countries such as Pakistan and
Yemen. Critics argue that such killings violate international law and raise serious
questions about due process and accountability.

While there is ongoing debate and disagreement over the legality and morality of George W.
Bush’s actions during his time in office, many human rights organizations and legal experts
have accused him of committing war crimes and violating international law.
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Barrack Obama

There is a lot of debate and controversy over the actions of former President Barack Obama
during his time in office, particularly in relation to his use of drone strikes and his handling
of  conflicts  in  countries  such  as  Libya,  Syria,  Iraq,  Afghanistan,  and  Pakistan.  Some  have
accused him of committing war crimes, while others argue that his actions were justified in
the context of the global war on terror.

Some of the key criticisms and accusations against Barack Obama include:

Use  of  drone  strikes:  Obama significantly  escalated  the  use  of  drone  strikes  in
countries such as Pakistan, Yemen, and Somalia, and authorized the targeted
killings of suspected terrorists without trial. Critics argue that such strikes violate
international  law  and  raise  serious  questions  about  due  process  and
accountability.
Intervention in Libya: Obama authorized a military intervention in Libya in 2011,
which  was  aimed  at  removing  dictator  Muammar  Gaddafi  from  power.  The
intervention  has  been  criticized  as  a  violation  of  international  law,  and  for
contributing to the ongoing conflict and instability in the region.
Involvement  in  Syria:  Obama  authorized  support  for  rebels  fighting  against
Syrian  President  Bashar  al-Assad,  and  also  launched  airstrikes  against  ISIS
targets  in  the  country.  The  conflict  has  resulted  in  the  deaths  of  hundreds  of
thousands of civilians and has been criticized as a violation of international law.
Continuation of wars in Iraq and Afghanistan: Despite campaigning on a promise
to end the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, Obama authorized the continuation of
both  conflicts  during  his  time  in  office.  The  wars  have  been  criticized  for  their
impact on civilians and for contributing to ongoing instability in the region.

While there is ongoing debate and disagreement over the legality and morality of Barack
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Obama’s  actions  during  his  time  in  office,  many  human  rights  organizations  and  legal
experts  have  accused  him  of  committing  war  crimes  and  violating  international  law.

The conflicts in countries such as Libya, Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, and Pakistan have resulted
in the deaths of hundreds of thousands of people, including both combatants and civilians.
Many of these deaths were caused by a variety of actors, including government forces, rebel
groups, and terrorist organizations.

The  use  of  drone  strikes,  in  particular,  has  been  criticized  for  causing  significant  civilian
casualties. Estimates of civilian deaths resulting from U.S. drone strikes vary widely, with
some sources suggesting that the number of civilians killed may be as high as several
thousand. However, precise figures are difficult to obtain due to the secrecy surrounding the
U.S.  drone  program  and  the  difficulty  of  determining  whether  those  killed  in  strikes  were
combatants or civilians.

Hillary Clinton

As Secretary of State under President Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton played a key role in the
U.S. intervention in Libya in 2011. The intervention was aimed at supporting the Libyan
rebels  who  were  fighting  to  overthrow  long-time  dictator  Muammar  Gaddafi.  The  conflict
lasted  for  several  months  and  resulted  in  a  significant  number  of  casualties.

Estimates of the number of people killed during the Libyan civil war vary widely, but some
sources  suggest  that  the  total  number  of  casualties  may  have  been  in  the  tens  of
thousands. The exact number of deaths is difficult to determine, as many of the deaths were
the  result  of  fighting  between  various  armed  groups,  as  well  as  airstrikes  carried  out  by
NATO forces.

Since  the  overthrow  of  Gaddafi,  Libya  has  struggled  to  establish  a  stable  and  functional
government. The country has been plagued by ongoing violence and instability, with various
armed groups vying for power and control of key territories. The lack of a strong central
government has also contributed to the rise of extremist groups such as ISIS.

Overall, the U.S. intervention in Libya has been criticized for contributing to the ongoing
conflict and instability in the country.

There have been reports of slave markets operating in Libya since the intervention in 2011.
These reports  have been widely  condemned by international  organizations and human
rights groups.

The  ongoing  conflict  and  instability  in  Libya  have  created  a  situation  where  human
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trafficking  and  the  exploitation  of  vulnerable  individuals  have  become  major  problems.
Reports suggest that many of the people who are being sold in these slave markets are
migrants and refugees who are attempting to cross the Mediterranean to reach Europe.

The situation in Libya has been described as a humanitarian crisis, with many people being
subjected to forced labor, sexual exploitation, and other forms of abuse.

Joe Biden

As Vice President and President, Joe Biden has been involved in a number of U.S. military
interventions and foreign policy decisions that have been criticized for their human rights
implications. Here are a few examples:

Iraq War: As a Senator, Joe Biden voted in favor of the 2002 Authorization for Use1.
of Military Force Against Iraq, which authorized the U.S. invasion of Iraq. The war
has been widely criticized for its high civilian death toll and the destabilizing
impact it had on the region.
Drone  strikes:  As  Vice  President,  Biden  played  a  key  role  in  the  Obama2.
administration’s drone program, which authorized targeted killings of suspected
terrorists  in  countries  such as  Yemen and Pakistan.  The program has been
criticized for causing civilian casualties and violating international law.
Saudi Arabia: Biden has been criticized for his administration’s close relationship3.
with Saudi Arabia, despite the country’s human rights abuses and involvement in
the conflict in Yemen.
Immigration policy: Biden’s immigration policies, including the continued use of4.
detention centers and deportations, have been criticized for their treatment of
immigrants and asylum seekers.
Afghanistan: Biden’s decision to withdraw U.S. troops from Afghanistan has been5.
criticized for its handling and potential impact on the country’s stability and
human rights situation.

Biden’s  economic  sanctions  on  Syria  and  Yemen  have  contributed  to  the  ongoing
humanitarian crises in both countries. In Yemen, the sanctions have contributed to the
country’s  ongoing  civil  war,  which  has  resulted  in  widespread  famine,  disease,  and
displacement. Yemen is the world’s worst humanitarian crisis, with an estimated 80% of the
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population in need of humanitarian assistance.

The sanctions have also had a devastating impact on Syria’s economy, exacerbating the
country’s  humanitarian crisis.  According to  a  report  by the Syrian Network for  Human
Rights,  the  sanctions  have  contributed  to  a  decline  in  living  standards  and  increased
poverty, particularly for vulnerable populations such as women and children.

In both Yemen and Syria, the sanctions have made it difficult for humanitarian aid to reach
those in need, further worsening the humanitarian situation. The international community
has called for an end to the sanctions and increased support for humanitarian efforts in both
countries.

ChatGPT (owned by Microsoft) says Epstein did kill himself in prison.
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